
ALPALHAO: Antonio Granadeiro, a cattle farmer who
has already lost 20 cows this year, surveys with sad-
ness the fields of his ranch in Alentejo in central
Portugal, which have yellowed from the lack of rain. “I
have never seen a drought like this,” he says as cows
graze nearby at his farm near the village of Alpalhao,
about 30 kilometers from the Spanish border. “I check
the weather forecast every day hoping it will finally
rain but I am despairing,” the 64-year-old adds as he
chain-smokes under a blazing sun.

“Look!” Granadeiro
says, pointing to the dry
bed of the Figueiro
River, a tributary of the
Tagus which runs
through his land. “I have
never seen that. Not a
drop of water!” As in
the Alentejo region, the
rest of Portugal is
enduring “extreme” or
“severe” drought condi-
tions, according to the
national weather serv-
ice. Average temperatures in October were the highest
they have been since 1931, when comparable records
started being kept. With no water in the river,
Granadeiro has had to bring water for his roughly 800
cows by tanker trucks. “But my main worry is feeding
my animals. I bought hay to last until February. But
they have almost run out,” he says.

‘Completely different year’
The cows Granadeiro has lost since the end of the

summer succumbed to diseases picked up from ticks.
“The land is dry but the ticks don’t die and they con-
tinue to spread diseases,” he says. A neighboring
farmer has similar complaints. “This is a completely
different year! We are wearing T-shirts. Normally at
this time of the year, we are much more covered up,”
Joao Curvo says.  “Look at these olives-Many matured
at the beginning of October when normally this hap-
pens at the end of November, but it’s not the case for
others.”

To save his harvest he
had to collect his olives
much earlier than nor-
mal, using a machine that
shakes the branches to
make mature olives fall
onto a net spread under
the trees. But since not
all olives matured early,
he will have to repeat
the process or use a
stick to shake the
branches and pick the
olives by hand from the

ground. “This is going to take us double the time,”
Curvo says. The drought conditions have continued
into November, especially in the south of the country
where some water reservoirs are at less than 20 per-
cent of their storage capacity. 

‘Dramatic situation’
Bishops have called on the faithful to pray for rain

while the government has rolled out a media campaign
urging people to conserve water. “The problem of this

drought is that it will have repercussions beyond this
year,” says Fremelinda Carvalho, the president of the
farmers’ association of Portalegre in central Portugal.
“Last year there was already very little rain. The water
reserves are disappearing,” she said, adding that it
would have to rain heavily for several months for water
levels to return to normal. “It’s a dramatic situation. I

don’t even dare imagine that it doesn’t rain in the com-
ing days.” The drought has also disrupted the water
supply for urban residents. Officials in Viseu, a city of
about 100,000 people about 300 kilometers north of
Lisbon, have hired tanker trucks to bring water from a
distant dam to the one that supplies water to their city,
which is running low. — AFP 
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ALENTEJO: Antonio Granadeiro, a 64 years old farmer, stands by a dry creek on his property in
Alpalhao, Alentejo, central Portugal. Portugal, hit by a severe drought, had the hottest October
since 1931, the year of the first comparable data. — AFP 

Portuguese cattle farmers 
desperately wait for rain

Portugal enduring ‘extreme or severe’ drought conditions

Self-taught rocket 
scientist to launch 
over ghost town
CALIFORNIA: The countdown to launch creeps closer
and there’s still plenty for self-taught rocket scientist Mad
Mike Hughes to do: Last-second modifications to his ves-
sel. Pick up his flight suit. Leave out enough food for his
four cats - just in case anything happens. Hughes is a 61-
year-old limo driver who’s spent the last few years building
a steam-powered rocket out of salvage parts in his garage.
His project has cost him a total of $20,000, which includes
Rust-Oleum paint to fancy it up and a motor home he
bought on Craig’s List that he converted into a ramp.

His first test of the rocket will also be the launch date -
Saturday , when he straps into his homemade contraption
and attempts to hurtle over the ghost town of Amboy,
California. He will travel about a mile at a speed of roughly
500 mph. “If you’re not scared to death, you’re an idiot,”
Hughes said . “It’s scary as hell, but none of us are getting
out of this world alive. I like to do extraordinary things that
no one else can do, and no one in the history of mankind
has designed, built and launched himself in his own rocket.
“I’m a walking reality show.”

The daredevil/limo driver has been called a little bit of
everything over his career - eccentric, quirky, foolhardy.
Doesn’t bother him. He believes what he believes, including
that the earth is flat. He knows this thought is a conundrum,

given that he’s about to launch himself into the atmosphere.
Down the road, he’s intending to build a rocket that takes
him to space, so he can snap a picture and see with his
own eyes. “I don’t believe in science,” said Hughes, whose
main sponsor for the rocket is Research Flat Earth. “I know
about aerodynamics and fluid dynamics and how things
move through the area, about the certain size of rocket
nozzles, and thrust. But that’s not science, that’s just a for-
mula. There’s no difference between science and science
fiction.”

This will actually be the second time he’s constructed
and launched a rocket. He jumped on a private property in
Winkelman, Arizona, on Jan. 30, 2014 , and traveled 1,374
feet. He collapsed after that landing - the G-forces taking a
toll - and needed three days to recover.  That distance,
though, would’ve been enough to clear the Snake River
Canyon, which is a jump daredevil Evel Knievel made
famous when he failed to clear it during his attempt in
1974.  Stuntman Eddie Braun did successfully rocketed
over the canyon - using Knievel’s original blueprints - in
September 2016.

Just don’t mention Knievel around Hughes. He’s not a
fan. “He was an average stunt guy,” said Hughes, a former
motorcycle racer. “He stole his look from Elvis.” Hughes
constructed his latest rocket at the “Rocket Ranch” in
Apple Valley, California. It’s a five-acre property he leases
from Waldo Stakes , the CEO of Land Speed Research
Vehicles who’s currently working on a project to make a
car travel 2,000 mph. Their relationship formed a few
years ago when Hughes approached Stakes about building
a rocket. Stakes receives plenty of these sorts of requests,
but this one stood out because Hughes was building it
himself. — AP 

Turning poop into 
power: Kenyans 
are cooking up a 
cleaner climate
LONDON: Millions of Kenyans, without toilets in
their homes, are forced to endure their neighbors’
unsavoury smells and habits in a shared pit in the
ground or nearby fields. Worse still, they spread
germs that cause diarrhoea - one of the leading
killers of children under five in Kenya. “This is the
21st century and we are unable to create decent
sanitation solutions - why is that?” said Andrew
Foote, the 29-year-old founder of Sanivation, a
socially-motivated business that is turning poop
into profit.

“As a global community that’s embarrassing,”
he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. Only
three in ten Kenyans have access to a decent toi-
let, according to the charity WaterAid, with the
remainder dumping their faeces in drains or rivers

or burying it. Some 5,000 children in Kenya die
every year from diarrhoea caused by dirty water
and poor sanitation, it says. Sanivation installs
“blue box” plastic toilet containers in customers’
homes for free, and then charges a monthly fee of
700 Kenya shillings ($6.78) to collect the waste,
which it turns into odourless charcoal.

The idea is not new, said Foote, pointing to the
fact that cow dung has been used as fuel in India
for years. Sanivation removes the waste from the
free-standing toilets, heats it to kill dangerous
bacteria and turns it into charcoal balls, sold in
supermarkets under the brand Eco Flame. This
means less trees are felled to cook food for
Kenya’s 44 million people, who are rapidly
depleting its forests by illegal settlements, log-
ging and charcoal production. Eight out of ten
urban homes use charcoal, according to Kenya
Forest Service.  Sanivation provides toilets to
800 households in Naivasha, some 100 kilome-
ters north of the capital, Nairobi. Most customers
are tenants who live in one-room and now have
their own toilet curtained off in a corner, rather
than sharing one pit latrine with about 20 other
families, said Sanivation’s business manager Tyler
Karahalios. “We’re in the middle of the rainy sea-
son and a lot of these pit latrines will overflow,”
she said. — Reuters 


